Definition of a random graph
Let E,, .V denote the set of all graphs having n given labelled In what follows we consider only the simple random graph-formation process, described above, i.e. we consider only the random graphs I',,,N. Our main aim is to show through this special case that the evolution of a random graph shows very clear-cut features. The theorems we have proved belong to two classes.
The theorems of the first class deal with the appearance of certain subgraphs (e.g. trees, cycles of a given order etc.) or components, or other local structural properties, and show that for many types of local structural properties fl N(n) a definite " threshold " A(n) can be given, so that if -A(n) 40 for n++m then the probability that the random graph r,, N~Q has the structural property A tends -v(n) to 0 for n--r-+00, while for -A(n) -t+ 00 for n-t+m the probability that r,,, WC%) has the structural property A tends to 1 for n ++m.
In many cases still more can be said : there exists a "threshold function " for the property A, i.e. a probnbility distribution function
-=x the probability that I ',, ,vtn) has the property A tends to FA (x) for n-++m. Phase 3. corresponds to the range N(n)-cn with c B lja. When N(n) passes the threshold n/2, the structure of r,, N(~) changes abruptly. As a matter of fact this sudden change of the structure of rn, NC%) is the most surprising fact discovered by the investigation of the evolution of random graphs. While for N(n)-cz with c<lk the greatest component of f,, NM is a tree and has (with probability tending to 1 for n-++m) approximately $ ( log n-2 --%og log n ! vertices, where a=2c-1-log2c, for N(n) -n/2, the greatest component has (with probability tending to 1 for n-++ m) approximately n ~3 vertices and has a rather complex structure.
Moreover for N(n) -cn with c > l/2 the greatest component of rn, NC,,) has (u-ith probability tending to 1 for n--t+-m) approximately G(c)n vertices, where (clearly G (l/2)=0 and lim G (c)=1). c-i-m Except this " giant " component, the other components are all relatively small, most of them being trees, the total number of vertices belonging to components, which are trees being almost surely n (l--G (c))+0 (n) for c 2 1,'2. As regards the mean number of components2), this is for lY(n) -c n with c> l/Z asymptotically equal to $ x2 Cc) X(c)-2 > , where
The evolution of r,, ,vcn) in Phase 3, may be characterized by that the small components (most of which are trees) melt, each after another, into the giant component, the smaller components having the larger chance of "survival "; the survival time of a tree of order k which is present in I',, ,vcn) with
is approximately exponentially distributed with mean value n/Zk. 
